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The factor of In- 10 is put in
	
because values of R„ are expressed in .quare nanoteslas. If
the root mean square y al • re of the dipole moment per unit area is divided by the thickness of
the• magnetized laver, we shall have obtained a root mran square value oh the mai`nc•tization.i
= I We have summed the coeflicients
	
from ne-a = 1 4 to ,imaa = _'3 by using	 the	 data	 from
fan AQ^ Langel & Estes - tg82; for an oceanic crustal laver 6 km thick, and obtained a magnetization of
,'C • I.05 x 111- 3 e.m.u. 
	
1.05 .\ m- 11 for the• magnetization of an oceanic crustal La y er. This mag-
netization is only for harmonics between	 14 and 2:1. 11' the 'crustal' portion of lower degree
harmonics	 Langel &	 Estes 1982) and .I II the higher harmonics from 23 u,	 to harmonics
equivalent to the wa yelen"'rh of the sea-flour spreading anomalies are included, a much higher
magnetization %%ould be obtained. Typical magnetizations of oceanic crustal rocks ipprar to
he much too lo%\ for such magnetic potentials to be generated	 Harrison 1976, 1981
in these three examples Iequations A) and iii and figure 1) we have shown that the 'core'
field as generated by a certain number of low degrees of spherical harmonic does not com-
pletely remove long-wavelength terms from the surface scalar field. It is also possible to show
that the same is true for field components, which follows simply from the higher degree terms
^tr ill 	 associated Legencire polvnomials. These all contain powers of cos 0 going from Fowers of
zero or one , depending on the degree and order of jL-e harmonic) up to higher powers. We
therefore suggest that a better model of the core field is to be found b y modelling it wl[h
nun-central sources, such as current loop y located ^cithin the core.
Detailed analvses of this nature have been done by Alldredge & 	 Hurwitz , t964; and
.Mldredge & Stearns , 1969). Alldredge & Hurwitz ( 196 4 )  found that to model the non-dipole
field accurateh. the off-centred dipoles needed to be placed deep within the Earth's core. The
probable reason for this is that the dipoles are an attempt to model a so.trce of finite dimensions
at the core-mantic houndary.
The use of radial dipoles allows us to model the long-wavelength portion of the field better
than -iie use of spherical harmonics. Each di pole c:n he modelled as a series of harmonics,
Which. if the origin of the spherical coordinate system is taken whrre the axis of the dipole
hIlTY)'t n ' I- impinges oil 	 surface of the Earth, are all zonal harmonics..\Ildredge i 1g8o; has produced
.. formulae for these harmonics. It is then possible to plot the mean square field generated b y a
dip( le as a function of the degree of zonal harmonic, for different radial distances of thev
dipole from the centre of the Earth. Figure _' show; three such plots. One is for dipoles located
at the surface of the core. The other two are for dipoles placed at the maximum and minimum
distances estimated by .Wdreclge &	 Hurl\itz	 1964). Also shown is the wad	 in which the
spherical harmonics of the Earth fall of]', taken from Langel & Estes • 1982 . It call 	 seen that
each dipole, if buried fair[% deeply within ill(- core, as required by the models of .Nildredge &
Hurwitz , 1964) contributes harmonics «hic h in general fall off more steeply than the spherical
harmonic representation of the Earths field.
OFF-CENTRED DIPOLES A\D THE FIELD IN ICELAND
Cox 11 975 ; suggested that thrre \%as a certain pattern of non-dipole sources that explained
some puzzling observations that lie had made ofexcursions seen in la%a Now data from Hawaii.
These observations were that the excursions seemed to he in tile- direction such that
shallower inclinations of the field were produced. COX suggested d at this was caused b\ core—
surface sources drifting past th, • longitude of Ha%%aii. %%hirh were preferentialIN oriented and
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Modelling the core magnetic field o:' the Earth
Ii y
 C. G. A. HA RRISON AND H. M. CARLE
Rosenstiel School of Marine and .Atmospheric Science, University of .Miami,
4 oi410 Rickenbacker C'auservay, .Miami, Florida 3314! ►, U.S.A.
The magnetic field generated in the core of the Earth is often represented by spherical
harmonics of the magnetic potential. It has been found from looking at the equations
of spherical harmonics, and from studying the values of the spherical harmonic
coefficients derived from data from Magsat, that this is an unsatisfactory %vay of
representing the core field. Harmonics of high degree are characterized by generally
shorter wavelength expressions on the surface of the Earth, but also contain eery long
wavelength features as well. Thus if it is thought that the higher degree harmonics
are produced b y magnetizations within the crust of the Earth, these magnetizations
have to be capable of producing ver y long wavelength signals. Since it is impossible to
produce very long %vax-elength signals of sufficient amplitude b y using crustal
magnetizations of reasonable intensity, the separation of core and crustal sources by
using spherical harmonics is aot ideal. We suggest that a better way is to use radial
off-centre dipoles located within the core of the Earth. These have several advantages.
Firstly , they can be thought of as modelling real physical current systems within the
core of the Earth. Secondl y , it can be shown that off-centred dipoles, if located deep
within the core, are more effective at removing long wavelength signals of potential or
field that, can be achieved by using spherical harmonics. The disadvantage is that it
is much more difficult to compute the positions and strengths of the off-centred dipole
fields. and much less eas y to manipulate their effects i such as upward and downward
continuation). But we believe, along with Cox and Alldredge of Hurwitz, that the
understanding that we might obtain of the Earth's magnetic field by using physically
reasonable models rather than mathematically convenient models is ver y important.
We discuss some of the radial dipole models that have been proposed for the non-
dipole portion of the Earth's field to arrive at a model that agrees with observations
of secular variation and excursions.
INTRODUCTION
The easiest way of describing observations of the magnetic field obtained over the surface of
`	 a sphere is to represent the magnetic potential as a sum of spherical harmonic functions of the
t ► ^,'	 S	 form
"Max to
rl.tt: :.^	 7	 I' = a % : a /r) " - t (g;,' cos m¢ +h„' sin m¢) jb,;' (cos B), r 	 (1)
where V is the magnetic potential. n is the degree and m the order of the harmonic, a is a
reference radius i usuall y
 the radius of the Earth ,;, r is the radius at cchich the observation takes
/ )
	
place, 9 is the colatitude. ^is the longitude, per” (. cos B are the Schmidt semi norm lized
associated Legendr y polynomials, and g„ and h„are the Gauss coefficients. Equation (1) h
CL-/ assumes that there are no Sources external to the radius If I) is differentiated along spatial
coordinates, it gives the magnitude of the Iii-Id components along the coordinates. Thus if'
F• ,,, FI.; and F,. are thr• north. eau and verticall y dowimard components of field. the\ can be
expressrd as follott,: ! ^ I'	 1	 . f'	 . I'
r
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It is possible to express the power III dearer of harmonic by using the formula of Lowes
OoW. He showed that the mean square value over the surface of the sphere of the field H
produced by harmor i cs of it given dearer n. called h',,, is given b\ the fi^llowimq expression:
^.i N
R„ _ (n + 	 +;hµ)3j.	 3)
Lang_	 el &_Estes - tg82^ have produced the most acct, rte set of harmonics for the Earth's
Ko	 1 magnetic field, up to degree 2:1. The y used data collecte-.: by Mi-gsat oil 	 series of quiet days
during the lifetime of this satellite. If Ig R„ from this modef	 -)lotted against n, it turns out that
the values bet,: • cen n = _ and it = 13 fall on a steeply slopin .- litre of negative slope, whrrcas
the values for n > t3 fall on another line with a very small negative slope. The value for
n = 1 demonstrates that the dipole term of the field is considerabl y more important than any
other.
Bullard (1967) correlated the maximum degree and order of c set of spherical harmonics
with a short wavelength limit of ;:-hat is seen in a two-dimensional portion of the Earth's
surface, and showed that spherical harmonics truncated at degree and order n ::-ill have (lie
same short-wavelength cutoff as a tn:o-dimensional Fourier series of the form
r'	 u
a pg cos t 21r/L) (px+99)pin pin
for which ^P= + Q 2 ' j _< nL/c, where L is the length of the side of the square area and c is the
circumference of the Earth. It is necessan . to separate fields into core and crustal portions for
two reasons. If :ve wish to look at anomalous magnetizations within the crust of the Earth
generated by
 remanent or induced magnetization of ferromagnetic particles below their Curie
point, then it is necessary to remove the field generated within the core of the Earth, whereas if
we are interested in looking for sources of the core field, it is conversely necessar y to filter out
that component generated within the crust. Since these components should have grossl}
different ::-ay elengths. Bullard Suggested that the cutoff in spherical harmonics should be
chosen from the standpoint of the maximum or minimum wavelength that i( is desired to have
Within the Spherical harmonic expansion.
There are nyo problems with this method. The first is that we do not measure potential at
the Earth's surface, but rather either a component of the field
	
such as the vertical component),
or more commonly
 the magnitude of the total field vector. The second problem is that higher
harmonics of the potential have within them very long wavelengths, so that the separation
betwren long and short %%avelengths is not perfect. We shall show that if rotal fields are being
used	 the first
	 problem	 means that	 wavelengths equivalent 	 to c/_'n are contained 	 withir.
harmonics up to degree n, meaning that shorter wavelengths are produced. We ' shall also uiscuss
cite second problem at some length.
On looking at the first problem in more detail, if the observed field is iu fact the scalar total 	 si
field, then in order to generate this from the spherical harnronic^
	
s.h.	 potential, it is necessary
0^6 to obtain the three spatial derirtti\rs as in 	 2 , and that toyt(1re and add them. The process
of squaring cfrectiyrl y
 halves the minimum wavelength represented b y the harmonics. The` 
1 ` . ''	t process of taking the square root to obtain the scalar field also adds complications to the
t ^LK	 t' process, t:tth the result
	 that wr have sometimes used the square of the total scalar firid to
^^^ Ott reduce this one complication.
W
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We shall shots that the second problem is esse tinalls unsolvable if s.h. are used to describe
the field. Rather. %%c ,uggcst that the core firld should he represented I) y spatiall y distinct
sources t\ithin the core. Thus ttc 161low Cox ttgb8l, Alldredge c\ Hurttitz I964' and others
t010 hate %LIg`e>ted mat dipole. located \\ithin the core nl.t y offer greater insight into the
mechanisms whereb y the core field is generated. We shot\ that the use of radial dipoles hurled
t%ithin the core to represent core surftrc current hops call 	 to a better approximation to
tile longerl r t%avelcn,th portions of the livid than dory the s.h. representation of the nl.11,nrtic
potential.
Data from Iceland and other areas t.ith good secular t • ari.ttion records cau he used to
determine something about the nature of the source regions of the non-dipole field. The
Icelandic data are especially important III Iceland is at a ver y hi,h latitude, and thus
serves to check various models of excursions and reversals that have been proposed. The
Icelandic data show several differences from data from lower latitudes. Firstlt, the frequency
of virtual geomagnetic poles \v.g.ps , of low latitude is considerable errater lure than else-
where. Sec ondl y , the longitude of v.g.ps of low iatitudr from Iceland appears to be random,
compared %%ith longitudes of low-latitude y .g.ps from lower latitude sites. lit latter case,
when the v.I!.ps are from records of reversals, the longitude appears to be confined to le-ing close
to the longitude of the site. For three and other reasons, Dodson ^ tg8o) suggested that the
non-dipole field could be modelled by radial dipoles located within the core, lit 	 the
probability of findin; a dipol • e%ithin a certain area of core surface increased towards the poles.
—^	 1'his is another example of usim, non-central dipoles to model the non-dipole field.
TASt.E I. AVPI ITCHES OF Fot'IaFR COEFFICIENTS
wavelength ...	 11	 :/1	 t/2	 r/:1	 1-14	 4/5	 t/K
zonal harmonic.
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Suppose we take the spherical harmonic representation of the first three zonal harmonics of
the field by using , I Tile result is
r; l	 i' = a[falr` = n￿ cos H+ l a/r" ,': 1 :Z cos-' N- 1} + (alr)+ s° .I.S c01,309 -:1 cos 09"
Equation 2 can note he used to determine an y one component of the field by difi'ere•Tlttatlon
III the appropr14te spatial direction. Of more use to us is to obtain an expression for the scalar
field, as this is the quantity that is most commonly measured eehcn magnetic field surve ys are
made. This requires squaring, adding .utd then taking the square root of - the thret • spatial
derivatives of 4 . The process of taking the square root complicate. mattcrs %% he'll eec Iry to
p redict what it simple Fourier transform of a linear profile would look like Carle ^\ Harrisoll
t982 , and so %Nr havr decided to %%ork e.eth the squarrci scalar held. An (•xpression for this is
pit en below:
T= = all ) 1 ,' ,° 2 1	 :Z cos= H + I _' a; , ' "I nI cos sN + ; a/rl" „^,,^ -2--) cos +N — 1, cos =N — '^i.l
	 ^....
	
.;1.^:	 .lad 
i a /r	 4.i cos +H— 1 cos 10 +9! + a/r ,9 ^'^.; 1.i cos -tics _ :Z11 tos a^I n cos N
to ^ =
 IT •i t'os ' i ll — I Ii.i 4 , Ile, 411 — Cot; =N	 !1}.	 3
ut^s.^t
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It is convenient to express this result in terms of cosines of integral multiples of 11 rather than
in terms of po%ters of cosines of U. The resulting expression is shown below. This has been
calculated fer the surface of the Earth, where r = a:
T' = k(g i) t (5+:3 cos 219) +3;x;2 :3 cos 0+cos :39)
+3:(g2") 2 i 1:35+ I111 cos _0+45 cos 401C___^_e 6( 1-- ( 1";,
y	 L'!' ^i^st_^;--r i4; co^H+_'.i cos-4d)-- 	 1...^ l^ )2x)
+ n g1 ^J, 2 7  + , h cos 20 + •_'3 cos 40)	 ►`  q t y
+ rieg `-^ gO° 234 cos d + 105 cos 30 + 43 cos 501
+ i gl;;)
 
77A + 705 cos 20 + 390 cos 40 + 175 cos 109).	 (6)
Just as an example, suppose that we imagine that the 'core' field is represented b y the first
two zonal harmonics, and that the crustal field is represented by the • third harmonic. Removal
of the 'core' field %%ill then produce a ri expression consisting of the last three terms in !ti). The
resulting 'crustal' field will have terms in integral multiples of 0 all the %% ay from zero to six.
if wt now take a longitudinal profile of this zonal field and perform a Fourier anal ysis. each
expression in the last three terms of 1i1 will give a discrete Fourier component whose wave-
length is equal to tlie circumference of the Earth divided by the integral multiplier of 11. Thus
there kill be Fourier components with wavelengths all the way from c/U to c/t;. The values of
the amplitudes of these terms are given in table I, b y using values of the zonal harmonics from
a recent spherical harmonic anal ysis of the field recorded b% Magsat. It is immediatel y obvious
from this table that the terms resulting in the interaction of the first and third harmonics are
the largest, and have wavelengths of c /o, c/2 and c14. Outer wavelengths ark also i mportant.^
When it is realized that the values shown in the table are in units of Ott -,t we call 	 that
amplitude of the c15 harmonic is about 24 0 , that of the c14 harmonic. The result of the inter-
action on an odd harmonic with the dominant first degree harmonic 
.gil is to produce
Fourier components in which the even harmonics predominate. It would perhaps be better to
use a spherical harmonic model in which all harmonics zonal, tesseral and sectoral) are
included. But the problem is that to write tht •se terms down in order to illustrate principles is
extremel y tedious and lcn;th y . Zmuda ! tq;8, h..	 ritten down the total field squared produced
by all harmonics up to degree 2. The resultin(z expression consisted of 21 terms.
Obyiowly, the above example is not particularl y realistic. A more realistic example Would
be to take a complete spherical harmonic representation of the magnetic potential. including
core and crustal sou rces, and to work out total field minus core field for a series of profiles along	 r
great circ;es, using as a model for the core held that field generated b y the first ri degrees of
spherical harmonic, with n about 13. t'nforrunatel y , such a model does not exist. It would
require about 1.6 x 110 coefficients to achieve a resolution of 101) km, which is stlll'too large to
•.how, up man y crustal anomalies Alldredge tg8t 1 . However. wt• may get an inkling as to %%hat
might happen by looking at the deLrree 23 spherical harmonic :anal ysis produced by Langrl &
Estes , 1982 , in which the y estimated that 'core' :ourct• s are important up to dr rree I:3 and that
.crustal' sources are important for hat monies of degree 15 or above. IVe :hall consider the
core* field to be caused by harmonics tip to degree 1:3. and shall product- Fourier anahw, of
residual or anomalous fields along great circle pathi. 'rhese Fourier spec ira are shoe n in
figure 1.
l
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These Fourier spectra show a plateau of power running from the zero harmonic to about
the 23rd harmonic, after which the power decreases until round-off errors produce a spurious
signal at about harmonic number 33. It is possible to predict %\-flat the power spectrum would
be from a h ypothetical profile generated from a model in which higher degree harmonics were
present. It would be expected that the power in the first 24 harmonics would be higher,
because each additional degree of spherical harmonic used in the model to describe the crustal
field would add power in this region. But we would also obtain much more power in harmonics
between 24 and the maximum degree of the spherical harmonic model, after %%Inch the power
could lull ofI'rapidlN to low levels. Figure 1 emphasizes that the removal oflow-degree spherical
harmonics, considered to be a 'core' field, does not remove all power at long wavelengths from
surface scalar fields.
harmonic
FinvRE I. Fowler spertra of the residual field obtained b% subtracting the scalar field generati-d hs the tint
I:1 degrees of spherical harmonic front the scalar field generated by the 2:1 degrees of spherical hartnonic.
The 23 degree harmonic held is that described bs Langrl R Estes (19821. (a) The profile is along the prima
meridian with a tundamental Irnvth of the circumference of the Earth. l b^ The protile is along the equator.
It is also possible to determine directl y
 the magnetization necessary to produce the harmonics
of potential thought to be caused b y
 crustal magnetization. Chapman & Bartels 1940) have
sho%%n that there is a direct relation between the spherical harmonics of a verticall y polarized
thin magnetic shell and the spherical harmonics of its potential. The verticall y magnetized shell
is characterized by a vertical dipole moment per unit area. To obtain the Gauss coefficients for
this function. it is necessary to multiple the	 and h;" front (1) by the quantity
an
( 2n I ) cr y,
Also, from Chapman S Bartels, the mean square Valuc of P;'' cos W cos ^ m^i` over the surface
4the sphere is cqu.tl to I/ 2n— 1 Therefore, from the \-allies of R„ (equation :3 given by
Langel & Estes 1982 wr can derive the mean square Value of the Vertical dipole moment
per trait area:
^rr e	
'^^ _n+ I; R t(	 ct	 f	 (^I^. 
	 I t ►-tn.	 X71
1_	 I X (n- 	 ,,,^ n+ 1	 4ftn	 r
W
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The factor of M - '" is put in (7) because values of R„ are expressed in ,quarr nanoteslas. If
thr root mean square y al-le of the dipole moment per unit area is divided b y the• thickness of
tilt- magnetized ho rr, we shall have obtained a root mean square value of the magnetization.
_ = r We have summed the cue flicients from i .r = f + to ^^ 	 _ 23 by using	 the data	 from
Langel & Estes ^ tg82; for an oceanic crustal laser ti km thick, and obtained a magnetization of
I.1).3 x 111 -3 r.m.u.	 ., 1,16 A m- 11 for the magnetization of an oceanic crustal la yer. This mag-
netization is only for harmonics between	 14 and 33. II' the 'crustal portion of' lower degree
harmonics .Langel K	 EStC5 1982) and . t l the higher harmonics from 2:1 u, 	 to harmonics
equivalent to the wavelength of the sea-flour spreading anomalies are included, a much higher
magnetization would be obtained. T y pical magnetizations of oceanic crustal rocks :kppear to
he much too low for such magnetic potentials to be generated 	 Harrison 1976. 198t;.
i n these three examples ; equations
	 6 .) and , 7 1 a nd figure t) we have shown that the ' core'
field as generated by a certain number of low degrees of' spherical harmonic does not com-
pletely remove long-wa yrlrngth terms from the surface scalar field. It is also possible to show
that the same is true for field components, \\hich  follows simple from the higher degree terms
Jte in the associated Lege • ndre polynomials. These all contain powers of cos 0 going from Fowers of
zero or one ^ deprnding on the degree and order of' ,/he harmonicl up to higher powers. We
therefore suggest that a better model of the core field is to be found by modelling it with
nun-central sources, such as current loop y located within the core.
Detailed anal yses of this nature have been done by Alldredge &	 Hurwitz , 1964) and
Alldredge & Stearns 1 1969). Alldredge & Horwitz (1q6}1 found that to model the non-dipole
field accuratel y , the ofd centred dipoles needed to be placed deep within the Earth's core. The
probable reason for this is that the dipoles are an attempt to model a soarce of finite dimensions
at the core-mantic boundary.
The use of radial dipoles allows us to model the lung-wavelength portion of the field better
than '.r.e use of spherical harmonics. Each di pole c.n he modelled as a series of harmonics,
Whigh, if the origin of the spherical coordinate s ystem is taken N%here the axis of the dipole
'T	 t 9iL impinges on the surface of the Earth, are all zonal harmonics. Alldredge ( tg8o) has produced
-^ formulae for these harmonics. It is then possible to plot the mean square field generated b y a
i dip( le as a function of the degree of zonal harmonic, for different radial distances of the
dipole from the centre of the Earth. Figurr 3 show's three such plots. One is for dipoles located
at the surface of the core. The other t\vo are for dipoles placed at the maximum and minimum
distances estimated by Alldredge &	 Hur ►%itz	 19641• Also shown is th(- way in ►.hich the
spherical harmonics of the Earth fall uff, taken from Langel & Estes ^ 1992 . It can be seen that
each dipole, if buried fairl y deeply within tilt- core, a, required by the models of Alldredge
Hurwitz
	
1964) contributes harmonics «hick in general fall ofhmore,teepl}' than thr spherical
harmonic representation of the Earth's field.
OFF-CENTRED DIPOLES AND THE FIELD IN ICELAND
C:ox i 1944', suggested that thrre was a certain pattern of' nun-dipole sources that explained
some puzzling observations that he had made ofexcursions,rrn in lava flo%v data from Hawaii.
These observations were that the excursions sermed .tlwa ys to hr in the direction such that
shallower inclinations of the field were produced. Cox suggested it at this was caused b\ core-
surface sources drifting past rile lontitudr of Kmaii. ►%hick were pre •fercmiai1% oriented and
V_
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occurred prefe• rentM11% at ce rtain latitudes. At low latitudes the core surface sources would
he oriented such that the fields they produced would be pointing outward, whereas at 45'
latitude the core surface sources would produce field pointing d0^%Il ard. Cox pointed out that
this arrangenwin would also produce • a tar-sided rtfi • ct, %%hick had been noticed by Wilson &
Ade-Hall , 1 970 , which could, however, also he explained by air dipole displaced
towards the North Pole.
0	 6	 12
degree of harmonic
FIGURE _'. Normalized surface power -. a function of drizrrr of harmonic.
See text for detailed drscription.
_	 L'nfortunatcl\, the Icelandic data do not support this model. Harrison a Watkins showed
'oa^.r^...r 
u
	
	
1979' that the zonal non-dipole field model of Cox should give a slightly near-sided pole at
Iceland, %%he• re:u the data in fact suggest that even Isere there is a far-sided effect , Saemendsson
' ► ^ a`	 et al. 1980. In addition, Ill y model of Cox predicted that excursions in the Icelandic data
)/^ S should be marked by directions that ha\ e a higher inclination than normal. A search % as made
through all the data collected from Iceland to see if there were preferential directions with
higher inc hnatic,ns that %vere not part of the normal scatter of directions, and no positive effect
was seen. Another factor shown by Ili(- Icelandic data is that the proportion of low latitude
v.g.ps is very large. This was pointed out by Harrison & Watkins (1977), \s Iw showed that the
pattern of s • .g.ps for lwth eastern and western Iceland data du not riot fit into the normal Fisher
distribution of poles. The malt1 reason is that the distribution has too fe%% poles close to the
mean pole and too man\ that art- it long distance from the nu • an pole.
Harrison S Watkins 19771 sho%%ed that a distribution that fitted the data adequately could
he deri\ ed from a Fhhertan distribution fir most of the pules, %%ICh the rest (if' the poles being
randoml\ distributed o\ er the surface of the Earth. ]'It(- main purpose of this study by Harrison
& Watkins 1977) %%as to compare typical continental lava flow results with those obtained
front Hows sampled by the Deep Sea Drilling Project, and so the data <election was
degenrd rn retain data from lava flow; that nave a Larne amorrnt nf• within-float- vaster. A ntnrr
P,
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rigorous selection of lava flows was carried out b y
 Dodson (tg8o) who found th.lt even ssith the
reduced number of low-latintcle y .g.ps produced by this mort• rigorous st• Irction, the Fisher
distribution still did not adrquately fit the data. Rather, he found that the bipola distribution
aras a much better tit to the data 'ser also Onstott t98o' , . This distribution also has thr adt.lntage
Of not requ i r i n g, inversion of poles in the Southern Hemisphert • before a calculation is made.
The reason ty h} • the bipolar distribution fits the data better is that for the saner annular standard
drviation the bipolar distribution reaches a maxirltrm (i.e. the model at smaller angles than
does the Fisher distribution, and to make up for this there is a lart,er proportion of poles at
large distances From the mean.
site longitude
1
J
-A, CIA ..^ 11 ^
yattkti.t^ loan 
^c ^ a^C1^
i -y ,	 ] 
nn
L J ^ r1
FrUURE :t. •tiignmrnt of secondan ragen yectors for Icelandic and Canar\ klaad data. plotted relative to site
longitude. Also shown is a set of secondar y ei terivectors I'mm the stativical tests of Dodson 0960 , . for
intermediate latitudes.
The data selection used by Dodson resulted in about one in fine y .g.ps lying at latitudes
within .io' of the equator. Harrison i tg8o) found that 17.7 0 „ of the poles lay further than 44'
away from the mean pole. In a study of over 1000 lava flows from northern Iceland. Sarmtrnd-
sson a al. ( tg8o) found that 20.0 1'„ of ilie poles lay within 5W of the equator. Numbers obtained
from an -xtensi ye collection of lava flows in the Canar y Islands sho ps that at this lotscr latitude
the number of y .g.ps found within ..r ►° of the equator is onlc about I in 20. much smaller than
the number for Iceland.
There is another remarkable result obtained by Dodson i tqW from his anal ysis of the
Canar and Icelandic results. When fittinq data \s ith tht- bipolar distribution one obtains an
eigem•ector to a 3 x :1 matrix, which shows the mean direction. Tht• two other eigem ectors are
in a plane at 90- to the principal cigrm rctor and if the data are not perfectly axiall y s\ mmetric,
one of these secondary eigen yectors shows thr meridi.ln lit \t Rich the data tend to be more
clustered. Dodson found that the directions of these secondar\ rigen yector•• for the western
Iceland. eastern Iceland and Canary Islands data sets were in fact very close, too close to
have been caused by chance figure 3
The model suggested by Dodson ' Moo to explain many of the phenonu • na is that the nnn-
dipole field of the Earth can be approximated b y radiall y oriented dipoles close to the surface
of the core, as first-order approximations to horizontall y flossing current loops at the core-
surface. These radial dipoles are oreferentialls arrant cd such that there are more of them. pc!
unit area at high laratnd,•s than at low latitodt s. The preferential Latitudinal arranvrnlrntim
I'
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Figure 3.
	
Alignment of secondary eigenvectors for Icelandic and Canary
Island data, Plotted relative to site longitude. 	 The asterisk marked
El is for the eastern Icela ►id data set, and the asterisk marked WI,CI
is for the western Iceland and Canar y Island data sets.	 Also shown is a
set of secondary eigenvectors from the statistucal 	 tests of Dodson (1980),
for intermediate latitudes.
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such that the probabilit y of finding it dipole within 30 : of the pole was 0.5 compared with a
probabilit,, of 11 .1:1 for it random arrangement. This model was capable of explaining the
orientation of the minor cigenvectors observed in the Icelandic and Canar y Island data. All
of the nine intermediate latitude experiments gayr intermediate cigenvectors within ± 25` of
the si a longitude (see figure :3).
Docson's model is also capable of explaining in a general way the fact that there are more
	
low latitude y .g.ps from Iceland than there are from the Canary Islands. The ecre surface 	 K
dipoles were modelled as normally distributed zero mean dipoles, which meant that there Was
a greater chance of producing a dipole large enough to perturb the dipole field by a large
amount near Iceland than near the Canary Islands because of the greater probability of finding
a dipole at the correct location. One thing that Dodson did not calculate was the relative
strength of the field during times when there were !osy-latitude v.g.ps. This is an important
consideration, in that the data from both east and west Iceland (Wilson et al. 1972; Harrison
Ig8o) and another data set from Northrrn Iceland (Saemundsson el al. tg8o) show that the
average intensity of lava flows giving lo g%-latitude v.g.ps is considerablw less than the intensity
for the other lava flows. Also, the variation of intensity with 	 latitude for these data sets
does not look like the data or models presented b y Williams & Fuller (198t1 or Hoffman "1979)•
TABLE 2. OFF-OENTRE DIPOLE MOMENTS
correctedr
.V r/r. in- t	 .d. ran.s. r.m.s. reference
U-Y" ,C ^^ i 8-10 0.38 -	 - 0.0077-0.0103 0.0086-0.0215 1
0.'245 0.01 t6	 0.087 8 0. 1)830 0.0038 _'
0.25 0.0155	 0,0875 0.0830 0.0958 _'
]18 0.26 0.0134	 0.0813 0.0770 0.08(11 _
1).38 0.003:	 0.0620 0.0381 0.067:1 '
211 1 1).2051 -1).073.2
	
U. 1664 0.1780 11.2111!1 3
14 11.222" -0.0478	 0.18(13 0.1928 0.3308 3
"0
0.54 0	 - 0.0113 11.0847 i
2r 0.54 0	 - 11.0000 0.0680 4
Ret'errnces: 1. Lowes ' 1 953 1; 2. Alldredge & Hurwitz rt9641: 3. Alldredge & Stearns 11g6q?: 4. Dodson (1980
+ Mr.rn dipole moment, normalard b% dividing by r'.
MODELS OF Orr -CENTRED DIPOLES
'r here have been marry models of off-centred clipolrs as causes for the non-dipole field. Some
11f these are listed in table 2. Lowes ( 195 5) described briefl y a model which copsisted of eight to
ten radial dipoles placed at a radius of 1 09 1 normalized to the Earth's radius', in which the
dipole moments 'normalized by dividing by the cube of the Earth's radius ranged from u.007 7
to 11.01113. The four models by Alldredge & Hurwitz 1964 ssrrr attempts to model various
forms of the Earth's magnetic field. They placed the dipoles between 11.345 and 11.28. The
mean dipole momrnt is quitr small because there were both positive and negative dipoles in
their models. The brttrr measurement of the strength of the dipoles is the r.m.s. value of dipole
momrnt. The two modelb by Alldred ge & Stearns 1969 used, in our opinion, too man\
dipoles. The result is !hat many of then ► are %ern close to neighbours, and positiv a and nrgatiye
dipoles tend to cancel out. I •he result t, that ine r.m.s. \ alue of the dipole moment for these
models is considerably highrt than thr others hcted in tablr 2. Dodson 1ySo modelled the
VP
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non-dipole field statisticall y
 by using 2 11 dipoles placed at tic core r 4ntsl boundary . The
dipoles were randoml y
 chosen from .t distrihunion with zero mean and with .t certain standard
deviation, which is shotsn in the table.
All the models except those by Dodson ty8oi placed the dipoles well %% ithin Thr Corr, thr
supposition being that by so doing it is possil,lr to makr a better approximation to an extended
horizontal current distribution at the ,pr^-mantle boundary. We attempt to shos% that this is a
reasonable method by calculating the potential produced by the two s y stems. Alldredge ; t98o1
has given formulae for the zonal harmonics .g,! produced by current loops and also by vertical
o ff-centred dipoles placed beneat!t the Nord, Pole. We have calculated the variation of magnetic
potential for current loops Hosing at the core mantle boundary as a function of loop radius.
I
AAA
tt
ao )
40
j
30
0	 30	 60	 0	 2uUU	 3000 \ ^lut.^
angle/de.-	 r,j krr.
FiGuRa 4. Potential trout current loop,. ia, Variation of normalized potential at Earth', surface for core surface 	 Cti
currrnt luupa as a function of distance from axis. The radius of the loop is given in talometres. * Half
width of normalized potential as a function of radius of current loop. -c- Maximum potential of current
loop as a function of r.diva of current loop. 	 I
These curves are shown in figurr 4. Note that in the formulat ; -)n of this problem by Alldredge
t98o, the centre of the current loop was kept at a constant distance from the centrr of the
Earth. But one consequence of increasing the radius of a currrnt loop flo" ing at the core mantle_
boundar- is that its centre has to get closer to the centre of the Earth. The lower cur rs on this 	 (44, f
ligur how the magnetic potential as a function of radial distance from the North Pole, for
currer.t loops of radii between 11100 and 2SO41 km. The cur ves are normalized such that the
maximum potential for the North Pole is unity. The curve ;tx+rr- +} tc^tc;,is the angt• I .: half
width of the potential cur ves as a function of loop radius. As would he expected, the wider
loops give potential functions of ,greater half width. The t<,"tast cur%whovs the value of t}te 06
potential function at its maximum ;North Pole, for unit normahzcd magnetic moment. Again,
as would be expected, if the magnetic moment is highly concentrated into a locp of small
dimension, the maximum value of the potential is large.
We have also done similar calculations lar s erticai off-centred dipoles, using information
given by Alldredge tg8o , . Rc ,.u'.ts arc presented in figure 3. Again, it can Ix well cleat as the
dipole approaches the surface of the Earth increasing yaitir of ra , ► the half tsidth of the
potential function at the Earth's ,utfacc 4 ccreaws, :►rill tile- maximum value of the potential
increases. We have chosen to model di}x)lrs and core surface current loops that give the• same 	 _ l
half width of the potential fnnctinn By fittim, the two hall : t•irith cttrs, in lieurr. 4 .ro ll * 3 by
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	rxpotetttial functions, it is possible to !er1%v an expression life the radius of the current loop as	 t-/
a function of the dt • -,)th of the dipole. This expression is
R/km = g rin — 4! 1 15r,t /r F•. 	 (8)
Radii calculated for the depths given 1>% Alldredge & Hurwitz t9641 rant- between 2.300
and 2300 km. We can also use Hil'ormation presented in figures 4 and 5 to determine the dipole
moment of the current loops. It turns out that s he current loops have a slightly greater dipole
moment than do the dipoles. This has beev indicated [it ° b y
 shoeing corrected r.m.s.
dipoL- moments, in Much this corection factor is applied to the r.m.,, values for the dipoles
themselves. although the corrections art- onl y about Ilia _ this is not necessaril% a trivial
amount, for Cox*s 19681 model of field reversal calls for a reversal when the axial component
of the net sum of the off-centred dipoles exceeds the axial component of the central dipole.
This probability is eery critical[% dependent on tltr relative strengths of the central dipole
and the off-centred dipoles.
1.5
(e)	 2.0 =
2 . 5 —
W	 13.0
0	 30	 60	 0.1	 0.3	 0.5
angle/deg	 r.,/rat
Ftectta .3. Same as figure 4. but for vertical dipoles at a distance r, from the centre of the Earth;
r f is the radius of the Earth.
Dodson , this symposium emphasizes that the choice of 2t) radial dipoles Dodson t9"o: is
somewhat arbitran. The important paramt-ter that controls the amount of <vcular variation
and the number of low-latitude poles is the total variance of the radial dipoles rr , %% hereI ? = ntr, n is the number o'.'dipolliand q-, is the variance of an individual dipole. If the r.m.s.
values fer Dodson's dipoles are altered to he correct for eight radial dipoles, the values are
0.0133 and 0.0142. A further correction needs to be made to the dipole stren,ths of Dodson
t98c L-id this symposium) because he placed the dipoles at the core surface. If-tile dipole
moment is adjusted for a deeper placement b y using an inverse cube role, the moments become
0.0733 and ().0591 for dipoles placed at a radial distance of 0.2ti of the Earth's radius. A further
correction of 15 % to give the dipole moment of a current loop brings these values up to
and n.Oh80, listed in the penultimate column of table °.
This discussion suggests that an appropriate model for the non-dipole sources of core field
consists of about eight current loops of radius about _'dtu ► km located at the core surface. and
having normalized r.m.s. dipole moment, Nang bet%%ern 11.41, and 11.1.
F
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CONCLUSIONS
We have sho%%u that thr list- of spherical harmonics of low degree to remove the core field is
not perfect. "I-hc tir!d It-it .1fu r the *curt-' leld has been removed has sufficient power at lone;
WaVelrngths it, nlakc • it difficult to imaginr crustal sources With enowdi magnetization to
produce the desired field %a iation. In.,tead wr suggest that ofF-centred dipoles located %%Ithin
the core arc a better Wa% to describe the non-dipole held of the Earth. %Ve believe that it is
possible to remove long-wavele w,th signals morr comple ick b y using off-crntred dipoles buried
deep %sithin the • tort- than bs using spherical Ir,,,monics. These dipoles rt • prese • nt core surface
current circulation s\'stems. Data from Iceland and the Ganar y Islands shoe that viable models
of the Earth's non-dipole field can be produced that explain man\ of thr field \ ariations
recorded lit 	 lava flox% piles in these t\to islands.
Research was supported by N.A.S.A. contract number NAS3- • 6201 for work on t -lgsat
data. \Ve tl :nk Beb Lanael ol' \.A.S.A. for pros;ding its the Gauss coefficients of his degree 2:1
Magsat field. We have appreciated discussions with John Southam. Contribution from the
Rosenstiel School of Marine and atmospheric Science, University of Miami.
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 Vore trout Ill y ob%rt •ver are n%inaChild across dir core %%itliottt
utrnu.ttiun. in I,u t,IIr keontal;nc • uc lic • Icl is Ilot static so thr asuntption of no attenuation is
not torrect. do nt% question is: In thr niodeI. That Dr H,urison It.L. descriht,d, has he .Illo»:cd
ti,r ativml.uinit of ihr si^n.tl ' If trot, r.ut III, suti^c <t ho%% this nutzht he door, hrariltt, in mind
thr tat • t t1lat thc• ottlrr colt , is not Solid '
? Kee	 1
► !1
I'll
W I 
I
Reply.	 he have not allowed for attenuation of the signal.
	 'rhe sources
are believed to he near t-he core-mantle boundary because deeper time-
va,y-ng sources would be shielded by the conducting core from having an
effect at the Earth's surface.
	 This suggests that one possible method
of treating this problem would be to disregard the effect of any individual
dipole at locations greater than 90 0
 away from the dipole (i.e. in the
opposite hemisphere to the dipole).
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